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Abstract— Now days, embedded systems applications exists
everywhere. Today they have crossed the boundary of industrial
use and are becoming more and more complex to simplify our
lifestyle. Many features are being embedded in a single tiny
system to fulfill our everyday requirements. Thus more & more
peripheral needs to be integrated in the single embedded system.
This increases the design time of the system and also the
processing load is increased for a single microprocessor.This
arises the need of such an arrangement of peripherals which can
be interfaced in a network instead of directly interfacing with the
processing unit. This type of arrangement of peripherals will
create a distributed interface of multiple peripherals. Distributed
systems require protocols for communication
munication between
microcontrollers. Currently Serial Peripheral Interfaces
(SPI)andInter-Integrated
Integrated Circuit(I2C)are two of the most
commonly used such protocols. Both of them work as serial
communication link between the microcontrollers. Here, in this
thesis,
esis, a new method for communication is proposed for an
embedded system having multiple peripherals on the board. The
adapted arrangement is parallel and hence is more faster way to
communicate.
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system
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Network-on-Chip
Chip (NoC) is a strong candidate for scalable
interconnect design of Multi-Processor
Processor System
System-onChip
(MPSoC). Software tasks of MPSoC require a certain protocol
to communicate with each other. In NoC such a
communication protocol should be handled at Network
Interface and/or Processor Element level and it is expected that
different protocols show their trade-offs.
offs. In consideration of
the above, I employed two types of basic protocol and
investigated their
eir performance impact. The contribution of this
work is to quantitatively evaluate effectiveness of using
separate communication protocols depending on the task
structure.
Network-on-Chip (NoC) [5, 3] is a strong candidate for
scalable interconnect design of Multi-Processor
Processor System
SystemonChip (MPSoC). Industrial and academic interests on NoC
has been growing recently [7, 14, 13, 1]. Because of its
importance as an alternative to bus-based
based systems, NoC covers
a wide area of semiconductor technology and design pr
problems
[4, 10].
From a software viewpoint, Processor Elements (PEs)
connected by NoC will share computational tasks of an
application in which each task is dependent on each other. In a
message passing programming model, dependency between
tasks is equivalent
lent to synchronization of a send
send-receive pair.
Synchronization can be realized by handshake between a

sender task and a receiver task, and a protocol is needed for
handshake and data communication.
In NoC such a communication protocol should be handled at
Network Interface (NI) and/or PE level. Different
communication protocols could be considered in order to
efficiently evaluate merits and demerits in terms of
performance. In this work, I employ two types of basic
protocol and apply them to specific tas
task structures.
Performance is measured by required clock cycles in
simulations of the NoC system. Aim is to quantitatively
evaluate effectiveness of using separate communication
protocols depending on a task structure.
a)

Read Request Protocol and Write Reque
Request
Protocol
Let us consider a task Tsnd is going to send a message to a task
Trcv. If I use Read Request protocol,
1. Trcv first sends a request packet to Tsnd, and
2. Tsnd responds with the message data after
receiving the request packet.
On the other hand, in the case of Write Request protocol,
1. Tsnd sends a request with the message data, and
then
2. Trcv returns an acknowledge response.
These are similar to a master-slave
slave transaction model denoted
in [11]. If the requested task cannot accept the request, it issues
a busy response. In this case the requestor task resends another
request packet.
Just a data packet without handshake (like Write Request
without a response) seems fine at first glance, but it is not. For
instance, let us assume:
PEs A, B and C have tasks TA, TB and TC, respectively,
• TA repeatedly sends packets a0, a1, a2, . . . to TC,
• Similarly TB sends b0, b1, b2, . . . to TC, and
• TC calculates a function ci = fi(ai, bi) and outputs
c0, c1, c2, . . ..
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• Distribution task structure : One parent task
repeatedly sends a message to more than one child
task.
Because NoC is under distributed control, any permutation of
a0, a1, a2, . . . , b0, b1, b2, . . . is possible to be an order in
which TC receives them. Even if the PEs can buffer packets to
reorder them, still some sort of control packet from TC is
necessary
ary to prevent a finite buffer memory from overflow.
Alternatively, scheduling of output packets of TA and TB is
considered to be a solution, but in a real application it is
difficult to estimate task execution time and packet
transmission time with cycle-level
level accuracy. The best one can
do is worst-case based scheduling.
b)
Software Model
Task A task can be in one of the following states: Waiting,
Running, and Ready [9]. Only one task per PE can get the
Running state. The Running task has the right to consume PE’s
cycles because of its computation, memory access overhead,
task switching overhead, and other activities.
A task must be described in a message passing programming
program
model. I believe a message passing programming model is
preferred to a shared memory programming model with respect
to optimization and debuggability.
Message Passing Function Tasks may call the functions (msg
send and msg receive) to communicate message
sage data with each
other. Access to NI’s registers to handle protocols is carried
out in this lower layer.
One of the important constraints to implement protocol
handling is that only a fixed number (Ng) of tasks per PE are
granted to issue Request. The granted period ends when the
requestor task receives a response.

• Assembly task structure : One parent task repeatedly
receives a message from more than one child task.
• Pipeline task structure : Each task repeatedly
receives a message from the previous task and sends a
message to the next task. The first (last) task does not
receive (send) a message
In real multimedia applications, rendering in 3D computer
graphics is known as an example of pipeline structure.
Meanwhile, video codec can distribute
tribute macroblock processes
and assemble their results into a picture.
I have three parameters in these task structures: comp cycle,
comm byte, and task num. The experiment covers several
combinations of these parameters (TABLE). The reason why
such combinations
binations are selected is that I consider a task to have
this level of granularity. A task in this work is similar to what I
call a thread and light-weight
weight process.
Every task determines the amount of consumed cycles and
communication at runtime, reflecting
ing the fact that in a real
application it is hard to estimate these parameters. Because of
these assumptions, a scheduling method to complete tasks’
computation and communication in a predetermined time
window [8] must be based on worst--case analysis at best. A
loop count is not a priori fixed. Hence performance is
measured by throughput: required clock cycles per loop.
Experiment and Result
The experiment procedure is as follows:

This constraint is because Request needs to be buffered into a
finite storage in any circumstances without any dependency,
otherwise a cyclic deadlock of Request packets may occur. I
set Ngg = 1 in this work, although our model can be extended
for Ng > 1 at the cost of additional memory usage for the
Request bufferring.
Multitasking Kernel This kernel services task state control
which is used by message passing functions to switch the
current
nt Running task, when a block occurs because of waiting
to complete receiving/sending a message packet. The
scheduling policy is non-preemptive
preemptive and uses firstcome first
firstserved strategy, but can raise priority of a task that appears in a
received protocol header.
Class of Task Structure
Three classes of task structure are used as input to our system,
although our system accepts any task structures. These three
are commonly seen when parallelizing sequential loop
iterations:
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5.1Create a set of tasks based on one of the three
classes of task structuree with given parameters.
5.2Allocate each task to one of PEs. Each task is
given a random number ranging from 1 to 16 that
corresponds to 4 × 4 PEs. Therefore some PEs may
have multiple tasks, while others may have no tasks.
5.3Assign a protocol (either Read Request or Write
Request) on the message passing between tasks. All
of these messages use the same protocol, although our
system accepts a mix of messages with different
protocols.

5.4Execute the NoC simulation model and measure a
required cycle count
ount as an evaluation of performance.
5.5Repeat 2), 3) and 4). 16 patterns of allocation × 2
types of protocol are examined.
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.

5.6. Return to 1) to try other task structure and
parameters.

c)
Basic Comparison of Protocols
The result of simulation using three task structures with the
pivot parameter (the first row in TABLE 1) shows a
comparison between the two protocols as follows:
• Write Request has around three times higher
performance when distribution taskk structure is used.
• Read Request has around three times higher
performance when assembly task structure is used.
• Both protocols have almost the same performance
when pipeline task structure is used.

Therefore, inn general, Write Request is inferior in performance
scalability when communication activity is considered.
Dependence on Number of Tasks
The following shows dependence of performance on the
number of tasks. As the number of tasks increases, distribution
task
sk structure with Write Request, assembly task structure with
Read Request, and pipeline task structure with either protocol
degrade performance linearly. On the other hand, distribution
task structure with Read Request and assembly task structure
with Write
te Request shows quadratic degradation of
performance. Thus, the ill-fitted
fitted combinations I found in the
first experiment (distribution task structure with Read Request
and assembly task structure with Write Request) turn out to be
distinctly inferior in performance
rformance scalability for the number of
tasks. This result indicates that protocol assignment plays a
critical role in performance optimization especially when a
large number of tasks exist in the NoC system.

In distribution task structure with Read Reques
Request and assembly
task structure with Write Request, many Request packets from
child tasks concentrate on a parent task. However, the parent
task can accept Request from only one child task at one time
and responds Busy to other child tasks.
The Request packets
kets are not guaranteed to be in good order due
to many factors such as network congestion, task allocation,
multitask
scheduling,
and
variable
computation/communication
of
tasks.
Therefore
Busytransactions
transactions are inevitable and lead to degradation of
performance.
ance. This experiment result alone suggests that
different protocols make a difference of performance.

In addition, because which protocol is good depends on the
structure of executed tasks, it is our recommendation that NoC
system should support a number
mber of different protocols.
Dependence on Communication Amount
Naturally, performance gets worse in every case as the amount
of communication increases. Note that the performance of
Write Request gets worse at a faster rate than Read Request.
Unlike Read Request protocol, Write Request protocol sends
Request with message
age data which is discarded if the receiver
task is Busy.
Overhead of the discarded data increases consumption of clock
cycles. This overhead is outstanding in the case of assembly
task structure where Write Request is not suitable protocol.
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Simulation Results are graphically represented
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DEPENDENCE ON COMMUNICATION
CATION AMOUNT IS AS FOLLOWS:

CONCLUSION
I defined and used two basic communication protocols, Read
Request and Write Request, in the NoC simulation model. The
NoC system used in this work models higher abstraction layers
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such as a software task and a multitasking kernel as well as
lower level description of hardware.
In order to investigate performance impact of the protocols,
three task structures with various parameters were examined in
simulations. As a result, I found that the two protocols showed
a considerable difference of performance depending
ending on a task
structure. In particular, their performance scalabilities for the
number of tasks differed in terms of order (linear and quadratic
order).
Therefore, I suggest the NoC system should support at least
more than one protocol, so that separatee protocols can be used
depending on a task structure for the sake of performance
optimization. At the same time, protocol assignment between
tasks will be as important as task allocation
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